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understood to mean Every Subject is Y if X—the ' existence'
of Subjects, but not of Y'sor X's, being implied. "Every Subject"
means " the aggregate of all individual subjects," l an " aggregate
of individuals in the background ready to Teceive" connotations.
(Subject is itself a predicative name,—i.e., a name that implies
characteristics, and that may be predicated.)

Must not the aggregate of Subjects of Attributes (unless limited
in some arbitrary way) include everything, not excepting the
Attributes ? Hoxo is such an Aggregate defined or known ? What
does it mean? If it is denned by reference to 'existence,' it
cannot be existence in the most general sense that is meant, but
must be existence limited in some way—and we require to know
in what way. Perhaps one way would be by reference to the names
which our language supplies; and in as far as our Subjects and
Predicates are or represent such names, the reference to this
aggregate seems immediate.

But it might plausibly be maintained that the aggregate so
determined is arbitrarily and unwarrantably limited—that Thought
(not to mention ' Reality ') may transcend all current (and even
all possible) Language.

The point of the whole hypothesis appears to be a reconcilia-
tion of the admission that " the ' existence ' of a subject is a
presupposition of significant judgment " with the view that pro-
positions of the form All X is Y, <fcc., do not imply the ' existence '
of X (while, e.g., Some X is Y does imply it).

It is noticeable that in admitting that for significant assertion
there must be reference to a Subject, Mr. Johnson introduces a
very important modification of the view of Dr. Venn and other
logicians who prefer the " existential " interpretation of Categori-
cals.

With the extreme interest of the whole article, and the ability
and originality by which it is marked, I am not now concerned;
my object is merely to dispute a view regarding the import of
propositions, which I hold to be erroneous. I think that Mr.
Johnson has done for it the best that can be done, but I still find
myself unable to accept it.

E. E. CONSTANCE JONES.

Miss Jones writes that " S is P . . . the only really general
formula for categoricals . . . means that S and P have reference
to one object, regarded as of such qualities that both S and P can
be applied to i t" . There appears to me to be here the same
antithesis which I have expressed by the words Subject and
Predication, but which Miss Jones expresses by the terras object
and quality. Miss Jones' letters S and P contain in their signifi-
cation certain characteristics which, being diverse, constitute two
predications. The one object to which these diverse character-

1 Here Subjecti=Subjects of Attributes.
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istics are applied, I call a subject. The difference, then, between
her view and mine would appear to be that, whereas I hold that
the simplest form of proposition involves the reference of a single
predication to a subject (i.e., a subject-thing, not a subject-word),
Miss Jones holds that every proposition involves the application
of a diversity of predicationa Using Miss Jones' phraseology I
would maintain that a proposition is possible, which means
" that P has reference to an object, regarded as of such a quality
that P can be applied to i t 1 ' : or more briefly, " the simplest
judgment is the reference of a predicate P to a subject-thing".
My view will be brought out by reference to a further statement
of Miss Jones', viz. : " It is plain that if I speak (or think) of
Xy's, Xy's must exist somehow in idea in my mind". As I
understand this statement it expresses exactly my view. For
this being so, the projyositioii " Xy's exist in my mind " is non-
significant as a judgment; every significant judgment must refer
to a kind of existence otlier than an existence in my mind ; and
hence a predication is not necessarily predicable of some subject,
i.e., of some existence other than an existence in my mind.
My contention is that the ' subject-thing' is not " in my
mind " in the same sense that the predication is necessarily
"in my mind". Hence when Miss Jones urges " tha t in the
process by which ' All X is Y ' is interpreted, we seem to be
involved in the infinite process of substitution," I reply that the
form " Every Subject-thing is Y if X " cannot be further resolved,
because whereas X and Y are predication-terms, "the subject-
thing " is not a predication-term. Subject and Predication belong
to different categories in a sense which cannot be applied to above
and below, or to concave and convex.' Miss Jones again urges
(in a parenthesis) that "Subject is itself a predicative name, i.e.,
a name that implies characteristics and that may be predicated ".
My answer is that, if there is a difficulty here, I do not see that
Miss Jones' own analysis of the proposition avoids the difficulty.
The word " object " is a predicative name : what characteristic
then is connoted by this name when Miss Jones writes " S and
P have reference to one object " ?

There is one minor point in Miss Jones' criticism to which I
ought to refer. Miss Jones says, " When we deny a predication
we deny it of a subject, just as when we affirm a predication we
affirm it of a subject". This is certainly my view ; but it does
not follow that when we can apply a incaniwj to a predication-
word, that we thereby affirm it of a subject. Moreover, since we
can in judgment either affirm it or deny it of a subject, why is it
not possible to deny it of all subjects ? The illustrations given by
Miss Jones in this connexion do not seem to me to be relevant;
for the pairs of propositions : " Tom is the tallest," " Dick is the
tallest,'1 and " Socrates is a traitor," " Lycon is a traitor," are not
contradictory but contrary pairs.

W. E. JOHMBON.
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